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Introduction
This investigation is a product of the "Public Procurement on the Understanding of All"
project, carried out by the Lex XXI Human Rights Association, as a beneficiary of a subgrant
of the "Strengthening Integrity in Public Procurement" project. The project is implemented
by the Institute for Development and Social Initiatives (IDIS) "Viitorul", in collaboration
with the Transparency Partnership Fund (USA). The project aims to support public
procurement reforms in Moldova, which will increase transparency and fairness of public
procurement empowering citizens to hold the relevant institutions accountable The views
expressed and the responsibility for the content of this product belong to the author and do
not necessarily reflect the views of IDIS "Viitorul" and the donor.
The monitoring activities described in this article were carried out in the months of JulySeptember 2022, focusing on a current procurement procedure (more precisely, "Capital
repair of the roadway part of Independenţei street, Balti municipality" - procedure carried out
by City Hall of Balti as the contracting authority). The monitoring team followed this public
procurement procedure at different stages: starting with the procurement planning stage,
continuing with the stage of drawing up the award documentation, the stage of launching the
procurement, submission and opening of offers, but also the stage of evaluating tenders and
contract award. The greatest attention was paid to the stage of implementation and
monitoring of the contract, for the reason that this public procurement procedure is carried
out with serious deviations from the schedule, but also mutual accusations from the parties
participating in the procedure.
At the procurement planning stage, the following monitoring tools were used: the market
prices of the planned repair works were analyzed; the historical procurement contracts and
the possible connections between the managers of the contracting authority and the
contracting companies were analyzed; the procurement contracts included in the annual
procurement plan of the contracting authority were analyzed.
At the same time, the following tools were used in the stage of drawing up the award
documentation: the award documentation, the specifications with technical specifications
were analyzed; the possible submissions of appeals on the award documentation were
examined, including the claims of economic operators; the argumentation of the contracting
authority in relation to these claims was also analyzed. Last but not least, during the stage of
launching the purchase, submitting and opening the offers, the monitor used the following
methods to identify red flags: it analyzed all the purchase documents in detail; analyzed the
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published clarifying questions and the contracting authority's answers published in the
electronic system; the connections between the members of the working group and the
founders/administrators of the companies that submitted offers were analyzed: SA Drumuri
Bălți, SRL "Tehnologica Construct". Towards the end, the tender evaluation and contract
award stage was monitored through the following mechanisms: potential conflicts of interest
that might exist were checked; the possible appeals filed with the object of canceling the
procurement procedure were analyzed, and if they were filed; and so on.
Last but not least, in order to monitor the stage of implementation and monitoring of the
contract, the following tools were used: analysis of the fulfillment of contractual obligations
by the contractor (through discussions with the beneficiaries; verification at the place of
delivery of goods, execution of works; request for information from the contracting authority
by requesting access to information); consulting a specialist in the field to analyze the
situation and identify irregularities, etc.
Practical case: Independence street in Balti municipality
The analyzed procurement procedure is a repeated procedure, as it is also indicated in
MTender (repeated), which indicates that the tender was previously launched (on August 17,
2021), but was canceled by notice no. DS-27/2021 of 21.09.2021 canceling the award
procedure. Speaking about the reasons for the disqualification of the 2 bidders, the
contracting authority indicated that "The bank guarantee for the bid presented by SA
"Drumuri Bălți" does not meet the requirement of 1% of the bid value - 88,175 lei without
VAT; the bidder guaranteed 80,378.00 lei, which represents 1% of the estimated value of the
procedure". On the other hand, SRL "Tehnologica Construct" was disqualified on the grounds
that "The estimates prepared by SRL Tehnologica Construct contain important omissions of
information. After the re-calculations, the offer price decreased by 51,116.37 lei. There is no
guarantee that SRL Tehnologica Construct will succeed in obtaining the ISO 9001 certificate.
The legal framework is not respected: HG 638/2020 art. 134, Standard documentation for
public procurement of works point 83, Law 131/2015 art. 69 para. (4)".
On November 1, 2021, the City Hall of Bălți municipality published the Notice of
Participation regarding (repeated) "Major repair of the roadway part of Independţei str. Bălți
municipality (Stage I - from Pușkin str. to Stamati str.)", according to the needs of the DGC
of Balti Municipality, through the Open Tender procurement procedure, Mtender ID ocds-
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b3wdp1-MD-1633093728314.

The award documentation was attached within the procedure in SIA RSAP Mtender
https://mtender.gov.md/tenders/ocds-b3wdp1-MD-1633093728314?tab=contract-notice and
on the web page of Balti Municipality: https: //balti.md/transparenta/acchitii-publice/invitatiide-participare/. The estimated value without VAT of this purchase was 8,037,800.00 MDL.
According to the Notice of Participation regarding the execution of works on the subject
(repeated) "Major repair of the roadway part of Independêsi str. Bălti (Stage I - from Pușkin
str. to Stamati str.)", notice signed by the then interim Mayor, Mrs. Tatiana Dubițkaia, the
terms and conditions of delivery/performance/execution requested are as follows: "a. 2021 maximum until December 10, 2021: a.2 022 - 3 (three) months in favorable time for the
execution of the works". At the same time, the term of validity of the contract is until
31.12.2022.

Two economic operators participated in this public procurement procedure: SA Drumuri
Bălți on the one hand, and SRL "Tehnologica Construct" on the other. Following the
examination, evaluation and comparison of the bids submitted in the repeated award
procedure, the economic operator SRL "Tehnologica Construct" was designated the winner.
Thus, according to notice no. DS-39/2021 of 08.11.2021 awarding the public procurement
contract, "Tehnologica Construct SRL's offer is presented at a reasonable price of -2.96% of
the estimated value. The qualification documents correspond to the minimum requirements
set out in the Notice of Participation. The offer of SA "Drumuri Bălți" considerably exceeds
the estimated value and the financial sources allocated for the purchase of works - by
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+22.56%.

The

offer

is

unacceptable

and

is

rejected."

Thus, starting from 05.11.2021, the economic agent "Tehnologia Construct" S.R.L. signed a
contract based on which it was to carry out capital repair works of Independenţie Street, from
Pușkin Street to Stamati Street (contract no. 128 of 05 November 2021 regarding
procurement by open tender). The total amount without VAT of this contract was
7,799,963.78

MDL.

What happened next?
On August 23, 2022, the local media portal Nord-News wrote the following: "Repair works
on Independentiei Street in Balti have been stopped. Even so, the road segment near the
university was to be put into operation by September 1. According to the mayor, the
contracted company does not fulfill its obligations and demands more money than the project
provides. The residents suffer the most. The street has become dangerous and is gradually
turning into an unauthorized dump."
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On the other hand, the representatives of the construction company say that the local
authorities refuse to pay for the executed works and want to terminate the contract. "We have
executed works, but we cannot process them. The municipality does not want to pay.
Yesterday I sent them a letter informing them that, for the time being, we are stopping the
works until they get all the documents in order," said the interim head of SRL "Tehnologica
Construct". On the other hand, Nicolai Grigorișin accuses the company of incompetence. The
mayor claims that "Tehnologica Construct" won the tender because it proposed the lowest
price, but without having experience in the field. Today, the Public Services Agency refused
his request to increase the price of the works and stopped the work process. He took all the
money, according to the contest. We have two more payments that we have to make after the
completion of the works, but not until they are completed", declared the mayor of Balti
municipality.
Where is the truth?
In order to find out more details about these mutual accusations, I contacted both the Mayor
of Bălți on the one hand and SRL "Tehnologica Construct" on the other, as well as other
interested parties such as specialists in the field, municipal councilors, etc.
The interim head of the LLC "Tehnologica Construct" company stated that all the blame
belongs to the City Hall of the Bălți municipality, or, according to his words, "The project has
not been coordinated since 2016. All the changes to the project are not made, the
specification does not correspond to reality at all" . Moreover, SRL "Tehnologica Construct"
continues to insist that the City Hall of Bălți does not honor its contractual payment
obligations. This version of history seems
to be supported by the independent
municipal councilor Sergiu Burlacu, who
stated that "following the incompetence of
the so-called mayor's gang, the economic
agent ended up carrying out the repair of
the street based on project documentation
that does not conform to the current state
of

the

roadway

and

positioning

engineering networks on the given section.
Moreover, in the meetings of the working
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group (the audio recordings of which I have), the so-called mayor, in addition to the vulgar
language he possesses, typical of gang structures, openly asks the economic agent to purchase
construction materials from certain agents economic, as far as I understand, very close to this
so-called mayor.
This dilettantish approach to solving the needs of the people of Balti throws the municipality
into an abyss of eternal construction sites, but what is even worse is that this is happening on
our account, an account that day by day increases its indebtedness to commercial banks, one
of which , has already put an interest rate of 16% on the loan taken for the purpose of
repairing roads, including Independence Street".
What does Balti City Hall say?
In order to find out the official position of the City Hall of Bălți, the monitoring team of the
Lex XXI Human Rights Association sent five information access requests to APL: no. 36/22,
37/22, 38/22, 39/22 and 40/22 from 28.08.2022.
Has the procurement working group evolved out of line with the economic operator's
experience?
Criterion 8 indicated in the notice of participation regarding the execution of the works on the
subject "Capital repair of the roadway part of Independeții str." refers to "similar experience
in road repair and pavement paving works". However, according to the mayor of Balti, Mr.
Nicolai Grigorișin, the winning company ("Tehnologica Construct") won the tender because
it proposed the lowest price, but without having experience in the field.
Therefore, the monitoring team of the Association for Human Rights Lex XXI sent on
28.08.2022 the request for access to information no. 36/22, by which he requested
explanations regarding the causes of the non-compliant evaluation of criterion 8 indicated in
the notice of participation regarding the execution of the works, at the tender evaluation
stage.
On 30.08.2022, Balti City Hall issued response no. P-03-18/6044 (Annex I) by which he
informed us that "for the access road to Tabăra village in the amount of 14,369,570.46 lei,
SRL Tehnologica Construct annexed contract no. 61 of 09/04/2020 and the Minutes at the
end of the works of 09/27/2021. Against the estimated value of the future contract in the
amount of 9,645,360.00 lei including VAT, the economic agent met the qualification
requirement". Then, the question arises: why does the mayor of Bălți, as President of the
working group, currently declare that the economic operator does not meet the criterion of
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experience in the field? At the same time, it is interesting that Mr. Grigorisin, as a member of
the working group that made the decision to award the contract, was suspended from this
capacity at the time of making the decision. The vice-mayor of Balti, Mr. Ghenadie
Şmulschii,

was

also

absent.

The local authorities refuse to pay for the executed works and want to terminate the
contract?
The representatives of the construction company say that the local authorities refuse to pay
for the executed works and want to terminate the contract. On the other hand, the City Hall of
Bălți informs us, through letter no. P-03-18/6042 of 22.09.2022 (Annex II) that "the
contractor SRL "Tehnologica Construct" instead of honoring the duties nominated in the
contract No. 128 of 05.11.2021 and to be informed from truthful sources, "say" what he
considered appropriate. More than that, based on the mayor's disposition No. 55 of
03/04/2022, subsequently amended by the mayor's order No. 140 of 12.05.2022, the source of
funding is indicated, namely, from special purpose transfers, as well as from the credit source
(the bank loan contract, approved by CMB decision no. 6/5 of 10.07.2020).
At the present time, APL has no financial debts towards SRL "Tehnologica Construct", the
work performed on the mentioned object is paid. We remind you that the deadline for the
execution of the repair works on the object mentioned above is 4 (four) months in favorable
time, as indicated in the discussed contract. The decision of the working group for public
procurement of Balti municipality to extend the deadline for the execution of nominated
works until 14.11.2022 was rejected by AAP as unargued, but not by APL. Based on the
essence of what has been exposed, we inform you that the accusations of the entrepreneur
SRL "Tehnologica Construct" are based more on personal interest than professional".
Municipal councilor Sergiu Burlacu declared on August 18, 2022 that "the economic
agent ended up carrying out the repair of the street based on a project documentation
that does not conform to the current state of the roadway and the positioning of the
engineering networks on the given section". What does Balti City Hall say?
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On 28.09.2022, the City Hall of the municipality of Balti informed us, by means of the
answer no. P-03-18/6046 (Annex III) that:
"- in February 2022 it was determined that the trees along the parking lot fall within the
construction zone. These trees were replanted in April 2022;
- on May 16, 2022, it was established that the household-faecaloid sewerage network in
Independence Street, recently built in November-December 2021, intended for the drainage
of used household water from buildings no. 62, 64, 66, under construction, was built with
deviations from the project. The depth of the pipe and the visiting dormitories do not make it
possible to install the storm sewer according to the project;
- on July 26, 2022, during the preparatory work for the installation of sidewalks in the section
from Puşkin Street to 31 August Street, communication cables were found laying on the
sidewalk, intensively, without any protection and at high altitudes ( 23 - 27 cm from the top
of the slab), which does not allow the implementation of the design version of the road
surface - 17 cm crushed stone, 5 cm - sand, and 6 cm or 8 cm pavement;
- the presence of engineering communications (known and possibly unknown), as well as the
concrete road surface, does not allow the design option of connecting the storm sewer to the
collector on 31 August Street (on the opposite side of the road);
- the project envisages the widening of the road in front of the intersection with 31 August str.
- in this case, the telecommunications networks (on both sides of the road), which are placed
in asbestos pipes, fall under the road. In the project, no protection of the telecommunications
networks was foreseen, respectively, to avoid their damage during the compaction of the road
surface, SA "Moldtelecom" insists on protecting its networks with concrete blocks;
- the presence of engineering networks in correlation with the quotas that do not correspond
to the project, do not allow the execution and implementation of the design solutions, without
significant changes in it".
Therefore, this response of the City Hall seems, de facto (voluntary or involuntary), to
confirm the accusations of the municipal councilor Sergiu Burlacu according to which "the
economic agent ended up carrying out the repair of the street based on a project
documentation that does not conform to the current state of the roadway and the positioning
of the engineering networks on the given section".
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The question arises: how ethical & legal is it for the contracting authority to blame the
economic operator for incompetence when the project documentation provided by it was, in
fact, inconsistent with the current condition of the roadway.
Did the mayor ask the economic agent to purchase construction materials from certain
economic agents very close to him?
On August 18, 2022, municipal councilor Sergiu Burlacu stated that "in the meetings of the
working group (the audio recordings of which I have), the so-called mayor, in addition to the
Badar language he possesses, typical of gang structures, openly asks the agent economically
to purchase construction materials from certain economic agents, as far as I understand, very
close to this so-called mayor". In this context, ADO Lex XXI requested, through the request
for access to information 39/22 of 28.08.2022, a reply from the City Hall of Balti
municipality, which would shed light on this accusation.
On 22.09.2022, the City Hall of Balti sent us the answer no. P-03-18/6048 (Annex IV),
according to which "the findings of the municipal councilor are declarative. If he has any
evidence, he will go to the competent courts".
Findings in relation to the targeted procurement procedure: red flags and
recommendations
At the procurement planning stage, the main red flag identified is the faulty planning of
public procurement without taking into account the complexity of the requested works, but
also the contract execution period. This red flag led to the fact that the economic agent ended
up carrying out the street repair based on a project documentation that did not comply with
the current state of the roadway and the positioning of the engineering networks on the given
section.
At the contract implementation and monitoring stage, the following red flags were identified:
(1) the contracting authority admitted violations regarding the quantity/quality of the works
performed; (2) the contracting authority admitted the violation of the terms of execution of
the works, etc.
Other question marks arise in relation to the mutual accusations brought by the contracting
authority and the economic operator. According to the mayor, the contracted company does
not fulfill its obligations, demands more money than the project provides, and does not even
have experience in the field. On the other hand, the representatives of the construction
company say that the local authorities refuse to pay for the executed works, and the
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specification does not correspond to reality at all. Equally worrying is the accusation of
municipal councilor Sergiu Burlacu according to which the mayor asked the economic agent
to purchase construction materials from certain economic agents very close to him.
This investigation neither aims nor is able to identify where the truth lies. However, we come
up with the following recommendations to participants in public procurement procedures, to
avoid such dramas in the future.
In the event that the City Hall of Balti is right and the economic operator does not perform
quality works & in accordance with the contractual terms, the contracting authority can and
should take the following actions: notify the operator regarding the deviations allowed in the
execution of the contract; to suspend the execution of the correlative obligation (payment); to
demand the payment of compensation for the damage suffered; application of penalties
according to the contract; to retain the performance bond; to terminate the contract; to ask the
AAP to include the operator in the Prohibition List. Other recommendations for the
contracting authority would be: qualitative elaboration of technical specifications, including
by attracting technical experts; ensuring that the selected offer fully meets the requirements in
the documentation.
If justice is on the side of the economic operator, the contracting authority preventing the
proper implementation of the contractual provisions, he is entitled and encouraged to solve
the problem by identifying a joint solution with the contracting authority; to terminate the
contract; to notify the competent legal authorities. Other recommendations for the economic
operator would be: at the stage of perfecting the offer, use the tool for requesting
clarifications regarding the technical specifications to ensure that they correspond to the
technical project; the written notification of the CA regarding the need to adjust / update the
contract to the part related to the conditions of execution of the works and the technical
project.
However, we note that the contracting authority is responsible for the compliant monitoring
of public procurement contracts and, respectively, for taking actions in accordance with the
legislation in force, in cases of non-execution or non-compliant execution of procurement
contracts. Therefore, the question arises: if, indeed, the contractor SRL "Tehnologica
Construct" did not honor his duties nominated in the contract No. 128 of 05.11.2021, why
didn't the City Hall of Balti, as the contracting authority, take any action to remedy the
situation? (e.g., termination of the contract, or suspension of the execution of the correlative
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obligation, etc.). In the end, these actions might have proved to be somewhat more effective
than throwing accusations at each other on Facebook platforms...
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